APPENDIX
Lambada development Christian trust church in Kesamudram

Lambada Bonalu in Beruwada village
Pouring the sugar in the mouth of Bridegroom (*Sakkar Korayero*)

Foot cleaning of Bride by brother and sister –in- law (*Tange Dhoyer*)
Tying occasion of Thali (Pusthe Bhandero)

Grinding the green gram (Dhal Pakader)
Arrack ingestion to ram (Gorlan Dharuparayer)

Sacrifice the Ram to Merama before the Teej
Offering the Solai and sweet rice pouring in fire (Vinti Karero)

Before Subsidence the Teej
Gangore statues

Changing the garlands in Marriage

xxviii
Interview with Ajmeera Mangu Naik in Dammannapet

Lambada Senior citizen wear the attire (Pagadi)
The *Lambada* Cowherds man in the fields

*Sevalal* Temple in Sevagadh
Sevalal statue in Sevagadh temple

Merama Temple in Sevagadh
Sevalal Memorial Statue in Sevagadh

Cave of Chandrayana hill
Saints Of Sevalal Temple

Sevalal birthday Celebration in Sevagadh

xxxiii
Coconut presentation to Sevalal

Mahabogh offering to Sevalal
Bonam offering to Merama in Sevagadh

Hut of Lambada poor family
Lambada Men Dargha or Burial in Lingannapet Tanda

Lambada cowherd
Sevalal and Merama temples in Bhayagadh near Venkatapur

Sycophant (Bhajana) at Bhayagadh
Bhog offering to Hearth at Bhayagadh

Devotees of Sevalal
Praying around the astern (Balipeetam)

Sevalal played pellets in Pouragadh
Turban of Sevalal at Pouragadh

Jeweller of Lambada community in Mahabubabad
Lambada boys playing pellets in Beruwada

Lambada traditional women
Lambada women dancing

Lambadas Holi playing at Beruwada Tanda
Wooden tub (*Kakoti*)

Wooden articles
Offering the *Bhog* to Gods after visited Thirupathi temple

*Lambada* men Swing Hanging
Ghan-Ghor before Immersion

Lambada men cleaning the foots of their sisters